




Questions
1. The biggest problem with unwanted plastic is the pollution and damage it causes to the 

environment. What does pollution mean? Tick one. 

   something harmless or poisonous
   something harmless or poised
   something harmful or poisonous
   something harmful or poised

2. *;4G�4E8�G;8�8ś86GF�B9�C?4FG<6�CB??HG<BA��'<6>�BA8�

   poisoning and injuring sea life
   littering beaches and landscapes
   making humans and animals ill
   all of the above 

3. �BJ�@H6;�<F�G;8�A8J�C?4FG<6�5BŠ?8�G4K� 
 

4. Name three things that your school could do to help end plastic pollution.

•   

•   

•  

5. Find and copy a word or phrase from the text which shows that the amount of plastic is 
growing quickly. 
 

6. Why is it important to talk to your family and school council or head teacher about plastic 
pollution? 
 
 
 

7. Summarise what you have read in the third paragraph in 30 words or less. 
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8. Why should people demand that governments control plastic pollution? 
 
 
 

9. Explain what you can do to End Plastic Pollution at home. 
 
 
 
 

10. Which of the three Rs is most important? Give evidence to support your answer. 
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8. Why should people demand that governments control plastic pollution? 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: The governments are in control of our countries so if 
G;8L�@4>8�FB@8G;<A:�?4J
�FH6;�4F�G;8�A8J�C?4FG<6�5BŠ?8�G4K
�8I8ELBA8�<A�G;8�6BHAGEL�
has to abide by it. So it is important that people let the government know that they do 
not want plastic pollution to continue to increase.

9. Explain what you can do to End Plastic Pollution at home. 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: I can ask my parents to buy alternatives to plastic, such 
4F�54@5BB�4A7�945E<6�4A7���64A�7B�G;8�F4@8�J<G;�@L�GBLF��*;8A���AB�?BA:8E�J<F;�GB�
play with a toy, I could give it to someone else or take it to the charity shop, rather than 
throwing it into the rubbish. I can also encourage my family to recycle any plastics that 
we do buy (making sure that we only buy plastics which have the recycling symbol  
on them).

10. Which of the three Rs is most important? Give evidence to support your answer. 
Pupils’ own response, such as: I think that it is most important to reduce the amount 
of plastic we use because, not only does the disposal of plastic cause a problem to the 
8AI<EBA@8AG
�5HG�FB�7B8F�G;8�@4AH946GHE8�B9�C?4FG<6�[J;<6;�E8?84F8F�;4E@9H?�GBK<6�
chemicals). If we reduce the amount of plastic we use, choosing alternatives instead, 
then we have less plastic made and so less harmful chemicals in the environment.
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